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“Let's make it, don't waste it”: Direct Energy Savings in Industry
Let's turn from simple material intensity reduction to energy processes once materials use
has been reduced to a minimum.
Process heat and industrial boilers consume the vast majority of manufacturing
energy169. We may save most of this.
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So we can conservatively save more than 51% of industrial process heat compared to
current per capita consumption - if we include all means available at a market price
around that of oil. So when we eventually replace industrial boilers (as we must at some
time) increasing process heat efficiency will pay for itself not just in energy savings but
in smaller boilers, and lowered replacement capital cost. Beyond this, when reduced
maintenance costs are considered it may pay even at market prices to replace inefficient
boilers process heat systems before their useful life ends.
Electric motor systems account for 23 percent of all electricity consumed in the United
States, around 70 percent of manufacturing sector electricity consumption177 ; motor
systems account for slightly below 14% of total U.S. industrial energy169.
According to Lovins & Hawkins178: "...At least a fifth of their total output, is
pumping...In industrial pumping, most of the motor's energy is actually spent in fighting
against friction. But friction can be ... nearly eliminated at a profit by looking beyond the
individual pump to the whole pumping system of which it is a part."
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Big pipes and small pumps use a great deal less energy than large pumps and small pipes.
A fifty percent fatter pipe reduces friction by 86%. In addition, extra bends put into most
piping systems multiply friction by three to five times178. Designers normally ignore this
because the cost of additional piping would exceed the value of energy savings. But the
savings in energy, plus the capital savings through buying smaller pumps do in fact lower
costs as a whole.
The savings from fatter, better arranged pipes and smaller pumps should reduce pumping
energy use by over 80% of pumping energy used179. One example is a factory carpet
maker Interface built in Shanghai. A top western specialist specified 95 horsepower
pumps; fatter, better laid out pipes reduced this to 7 horsepower - a 92% savings.178
After material savings, and after various types of throughput savings, half of motor
energy could be saved in the motors themselves. In electric motors this can be achieved
by more efficient variable speed motors sized right for the job, with the right mechanical
and electrical interfaces to what is driven180. Because these new motors not only cut
energy, but maintenance costs, they will pay for themselves quickly. (The more efficient
motors run cooler and slower. Heat and motor speed both contribute to shorter motor
life.) (Note: similar savings are possible with stationary heat driven motors as well - with
similar paybacks.)
Between cutting energy use for motors in half, and cutting energy use for pumping by
80% or better, it seem we can end up with a 55% savings or better in total motor usage.
Facility heating, ventilation, lighting, air conditions and other facility support represents
about 8.7% of industrial energy169. These are the same processes we will consider in
commercial buildings; we will document 70% average savings in commercial buildings;
because of that, we estimate comparable potential in industrial facilities.
Uses classified as “other” and “unreported” represent about 3.4% of industrial
consumption169. It will not be unreasonable to assume this reflects industrial energy use
as a whole, and that similar savings may be found.
On-site electricity generation represents 2.3% of industrial energy use, which will be
discussed under co-generation, not here.
Electrochemical processes represent about 2.1% of industrial energy169. Since these are
already pretty efficient, most of the savings here will come from savings in material use –
which we have already counted.
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Process cooling, and refrigeration represents less than 2% of industrial energy 169.
Refrigeration and cooling is mostly done by heat pumps; inefficiencies call attention to
themselves. Most process cooling uses at least some insulation - though probably not to
optimum levels. Because it takes place in confined spaces, there is probably less
avoidable loss due to friction, though there may be some. On other hand, no great
attempt has been made to substitute the most efficient motors; so there is the same
opportunity here as with any other motor driven process of cutting energy use in half.
Thus reducing process cooling use by a bit more than half is a reasonable estimate.
On site transportation represents about 0.6%169. We don't bother to model any saving
here.
So, adding up all direct industrial savings:
Btu
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After first having saved a bit more than half industrial energy use via reductions in
material intensity, we can save nearly another half via conventional energy savings –
reducing total industrial energy use by ~75% per capita.
This also means that half the savings is essentially free, paid for by material savings and
pollution reduction. The other half still is done with very short payback periods – so that
we are saving energy at about 25% to 30% of the cost buying fossil fuels. So if you
include the 25% of fuel we have to continue to buy, plus the saving of the other 75% at a
30% of the cost of buying it, we come down to being able to buy renewable energy for
industrial use at a 110% premium (2.1 times current costs) and still break even.
As a sanity check, we will note the European Union lists a potential 40% overall savings
in industrial energy from a very small selection of older technologies181 - not including
significant reductions in material intensity. Given that the EU tends to use energy much
more efficiently than the U.S. already182 , this easily translates into a 50%+ savings for the
U.S.
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This section so far has focused on a very top down approach. That is, it has looked at
very general categories, and very broad studies. So let us examine some specific
examples – many of them funded by the U.S. DOE. Most are around 50%, some a bit less
others a great deal more.
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Example
TurboFlo blancher by Key development uses steam convection, better insulation and better recovery
valves to cut energy use in half, and water use by bit more 183.
Henningsen Cold Storage Company's refrigeration facility in Gresham, Oregon more than doubled the
insulation used in normal facilities, used a thermal siphon oil cooling system, installed oversized
evaporators and condensers driven by high efficiency motors with variable frequency drives. It
installed quick closing doors, and dimmable lights to minimize heat gain, and sophisticated controls 184.
American Water Heater Company cut the number of compressors it needed to run simultaneously by
about half in its air compressor plant, and reduced cooling energy demand as well. It fixed leaks,
stored air so as not to have produce it at wildly fluctuating pressures, locating compressors and end
user of compressed air closer to one another, located the compressors in a single room, cleaning and
dehumidifying the air to be compressed adequately, and adding a closed loop cooling system.185 (12%
increase in production, 22% drop in complaints)
The DOE developed weld computer resistance welder 186 which reduces energy used for resistance
welding by precise measurement and control of electric current. This reduces the number of rejected
welds and eliminates the need for destructive weld testing, saving money, materials, and energy.
It performs real-time diagnostics during each weld, precisely regulates voltage to ensure a high-quality
process, and documents weld integrity.90%-200% gains in productivity due to decreased welding time,
55% reduction in scrap due to increased accuracy
Normally paint booths have to be ventilated with frequent air changes, with 100% of the input from
outside air in order to avoid poisoning the workers applying the paint. This requires a great deal of
filtering and treatment to prevent contamination of outside air, and a great deal of heating or cooling to
maintain comfort inside the painting booth. And the workers still have to wear uncomfortable protective
equipment to avoid poisoning. All the ventilation is simply to reduce contamination to the point where
protective equipment is effective.
Instead this program developed a Mobile Zone Spray Booth Technology, a small mobile cab workers
can paint from inside; it is this cab that is ventilated with outside air. So now the worker is exposed to
no VOCs or pollutants, and her health is less threatened without uncomfortable masks and equipment
than it was before with it. Only the air inside the small cab needs to be heated or cooled. And the air
outside the cab, instead of having to be ventilated constantly, can be recirculated, reducing both costs,
and emissions to outside air.187 (This also cut capital costs and improved productivity)
Irrigation sprinklers normally constantly draw AC power to operate valves and controllers – even
though the systems may only run for minutes per day. Batteries avoid this drain, but only last between
one and two years, cannot survive complete submersion, and make automated control difficult.
Alex-Tronix Controls188 combines a DC Solenoid that saves 60% of energy compared to an AC system
with a battery control technology that extends battery life to ten years, and a sealed protection that
allows the system to operated under water and be remotely controlled without opening the box. So
now such controllers can be battery operated, saving energy during the short operation period, and
100% otherwise (most of the time). Copper wiring for landscape and irrigation systems tends to be a
significant enough expense that reducing this saves money and energy as well.
ENS development of a fan that reduces evaporator and compressor energy consumption in medium
temperature walk-in refrigerators189. Sensor detects when refrigerant not flowing through evaporator
and drops voltage, saving energy need to run evaporator fans, and reducing waste heat from un-need
running of evaporator fans, which would otherwise need added cooling.
Merrill Air Engineers has developed a new superheated steam process that saves much of the energy
used for drying of molded pulp products, and allows recovery of waste heat from the process 190.
Bonal Technologies developed a harmonic resonance method of using vibrations to treat metal against
temperature drop stress instead of high temperature heat191. Superior or equal results to heat
treatment in 80% to 90% of applications.
Jay Harmon’s use of the principle of the logarithmic spiral to make propellers, impellers and fans more
efficient192. Cumulative with other technology. Not yet commercially available.

% Saving
50%+
58%

~50%

50%+

85%

99%

30%-50%

50% saved,
+ up to 40%
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98%

40%

So we can show a variety of specific examples of efficiency improvements. We included some significantly
below the 50% minimum we wish to achieve, and a number that greatly exceed it.
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